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NEW IN PEAKTO 1.7 
Advanced Workflow Integration 
with DxO PhotoLab & PureRAW 
  
Peakto now supports DxO PhotoLab and PureRAW, enhancing its 
capabilities as a universal photo cataloging solution. With Peakto, 
DxO PhotoLab users can take advantage of advanced features like 
AI-powered categorization and annotation, map view, smart 
albums, and multi-source collections. Additionally, Peakto allows 
for easy conversion of any RAW file using DxO PureRAW.



A mountain of photos 
  
11.72 trillion photos are taken each year. 
Thousands of photos are scattered across multiple 
storage drives. 
Photo editors are incompatible with each other…
This is why CYME developed Peakto.  

CYME's goal is to give everyone control of their digital 
photos by developing a platform that brings together all 
of their pictures, regardless of their format or storage 
location,  in a single revolutionary navigation interface–
without the need for the creation of extra copies.

CYME wants photographers to rediscover the pleasure 
of diving into their photos. Hence, they have worked hard 
to create powerful tools that will unearth a 
photographer’s most beautiful pictures–and not overlook 
or forget them in a file-filled drive.





Gather all photos in  
one app 
  
With its broad compatibility with photo editing 
applications and connectivity to all files and folders, 
Peakto brings all images together in one place, giving a 
single, always up-to-date view of photographers' work. 
It's the perfect starting point for editing any image and 
selecting the best ones.

Wide compatibility 
Peakto is compatible with Apple Photos, Aperture, 
Lightroom Classic, Luminar AI/Neo, Capture One, iView 
Media, Pixelmator Pro and Instagram accounts. 

Full resolution previews 
Peakto lets photographers manage their pictures without 
creating copies. It browses images thanks to full-resolution 
previews and gives access in one click to any editing app. 

Useful shortcuts 
Familiar keyboard shortcuts are available to quickly 
accomplish many tasks in Peakto. 

Compatibility with old friends 
Peakto lets photographers view, navigate, and search 
through all the photo material they stored in Aperture and 
iViewMedia.



Image exploration 
powered by AI 
  
Peakto automatically sorts users' images thanks to its 
Artificial Intelligence. It classifies all photos according to 
their content. Portrait, landscape, food, wildlife...no need 
to annotate the AI will do it. 

Aesthetic score 
Peakto selects the best shots based on automatic 
aesthetic scores to help users quickly find their best 
work. 

Automatic keywording 
AI automatically classifies pictures with its filters: portrait, 
landscape, food, wildlife (and more). 

Color analysis 
AI analyzes the color harmony of the images and sorts 
them according to their color, contrast and brightness.



Export batches of 
images in full 
resolution 
  
Peakto allows batch exports of images in full resolution, 
even if the pictures are in different locations or formats. It 
can also export in low resolution for digital sharing. 

Low resolution alert 
Peakto alerts photographers  if an image is not in high 
resolution.

4k or full HD export 
No matter where the photos are located, Peakto can 
export a multi-source album in high resolution.

Metadata included 
Peakto exports photos with all their metadata: author, 
copyright, location, date, keywords and more.



Centralized search 
through all photos 
  
Peakto easily finds the images photographers are 
looking for, no matter where they are located. It offers a 
centralized search through photographers’ content 
based on 13 filters such as keyword, camera model and  
EXIF, as well as the keywords provided by AI.

Camera model EXIF IPTC

Faces Flags Color tags Keywords

Ratings Location Software Master files

Camera lens

Favorite Date



One smart catalog 
connected to the 
photographer’s 
favorite editing app

Peakto offers an always-up-to-date preview of the latest 
edits, no matter which editing tools were used. Users can 
simply click on any photo or image to open it in the 
software used to edit it. 

Always up-to-date 
Peakto reflects the latest modifications made on the 
images. 

Gather different versions 
Peakto regroups the different versions of an image, even 
if saved in different locations.



Powerful tools for 
managing photos 
  
Peakto brings the organizational features that were 
missing to manage photographers’ work, allowing them 
to easily find and regroup their pictures: tag, annotate, 
create albums and smart albums. 

Tag and annotate 
Easily tag a picture with stars, flags and keywords to 
annotate the images. 

Structured collection and Smart Albums 
Create albums with sub-folders, even if images are in 
different locations. Automatically create albums based 
on selected criteria.





Pricing and Availability 
  
Peakto is only available for Mac, by subscription (annual 
or monthly) with the option to stop the subscription at 
any time. For those who don't want to subscribe, Peakto 
is also available as a one-time purchase. 

Peakto is available for a  free 15-day free trial (without 
the need of a credit card on CYME.io). 

Peakto is available for sale on CYME.io and on the Mac 
App Store. 

Optimized for M1, Peakto requires macOS 11 (Big Sur) or 
later. More info.

Monthly plan 
Total Freedom 

9.99€ 
  

per seat

Yearly plan 
Best value 

99€ 
  

per seat

One time order 
One and Done! 

189€ 
  

per seat

Peakto is available for a free 15-day trial

https://cyme.io/download-peakto/
http://www.cyme.io/buy-best-software-for-photographers-on-mac/#Peakto
https://apps.apple.com/fr/app/peakto/id1633496874?l=en&mt=12
https://apps.apple.com/fr/app/peakto/id1633496874?l=en&mt=12
https://cyme.cloud/press/Peakto_1.0_Configuration%20_EN.pdf


More is coming... 
  

This version of Peakto is only the first stage in CYME’s 
software rollout. New versions of Peakto will be released 

regularly throughout the year.
CYME’s ambition:

1. To improve the navigation of all stored photos, 
thanks to AI.

3. To encourage digital sobriety by keeping only the 
best images.

2. To save our most beautiful photos, with good quality 
and without duplication.

4. To facilitate the sharing of an artist’s best images 
and memories.

5. To create seamless photo editing workflows even 
when using multiple apps.



Peakto takes care of 
our photos and our 
planet 
   
Digital technology produces 3.5% of the world's 
greenhouse gases. The folks at CYME are constantly 
thinking about ways to combine photography and 
ecology.

The overall ambition: to encourage frugality by 
keeping only the images that make sense, both for 
ecological reasons and to better manage, appreciate 
and transmit these photos.


CYME makes every effort  to follow these guidelines in 
their developments and business model. Thus, Peakto 
will only be available for free trial download while the 
application is less than 1GB in size (to avoid 
inadvertently contributing to excessive digital clutter!).



Who is behind CYME 
  
A team of photography enthusiasts, all Mac fans, raised 
in the digital world and very conscious of climate issues.

CYME is not a newcomer to the world of entrepreneurial 
venture: its three co-founders, Claudia, Thomas and 
Matthieu, worked together more than 10 years ago on 
Aquafadas (bought by Rakuten in 2012) and now, 
together again, are embarking on this new adventure.

CYME’s raison d'être: to help photographers, both 
professionals and amateurs, to regain control and find 
pleasure in their photos.
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